3 Factors That Could Drive Markets in 2023

The turn of a new year means weighing new factors that could impact markets. Investors must also remember, though, that forward-looking views come with blind spots—extraneous factors that appear without notice, creating positive and negative surprises that can help and hurt markets. Readers will recall that in 2022, Russia did not invade Ukraine until late February, making the disruptions to global commodity markets and the effects on inflation very hard to forecast on January 1st.

That being said, I do see a few macroeconomic forces likely to play key roles in the trajectory for economic growth, interest rates, inflation, earnings, and market returns in 2023. Here are three I think investors should watch closely.

1. **When and Where Will Interest Rates Peak?**

There is strong data indicating that goods inflation has peaked. Supply constraints like closed factories, higher shipping costs, and snarled supply chains have largely faded. Falling housing prices and lower prices on new rental leases indicate that the sticky “shelter and owners’ equivalent rent” component of inflation will come down. The impact of higher prices for used cars, semiconductors, and airfares appears to have run its course, and energy prices have also retreated from peaks.

That’s all-positive news. The problem today is that services inflation has not come down alongside goods inflation, and in fact may be trending in the wrong direction. A big factor driving services inflation is the tight labor market, where labor scarcity continues to drive up wages. As wages move higher, the cost of doing business rises, which filters through to higher prices charged for services. As readers can see in the chart below, categories of goods inflation (green and red lines) peaked several months ago, but services inflation (blue line) continues to trend higher.
Goods Inflation Has Peaked, But Services Inflation Remains Elevated

The inflation picture matters because it has outsized influence over the Federal Reserve’s approach to monetary policy. In 2022, the market was repeatedly wrong about inflation and projections for the fed funds terminal rate, and every shift higher drove heightened market volatility. Expectations for peak fed funds now stand at 5% to 5.25% by mid-2023, but the market may still be too optimistic about when rates will start to come down. There are plenty of historical cases of the Fed loosening too soon before the inflation battle was won, which Chairman Powell is acutely aware of.

2. Will the U.S. Enter a Recession, and Will Jobs be Lost?

On the economic front, earnings estimates are coming down and S&P 500 profit margins have peaked, which generally implies an economic slowdown is underway or very close. My preferred measure of the yield curve—which is the difference between the yield on the 3-month U.S. Treasury bond yield and the 10-year Treasury bond yield—is also inverted, which has been a strong recession signal historically as it implies unprofitable lending conditions for banks.

Yield Curve Inversions Historically Precede Economic Recessions

Supply and demand are clearly off balance in the labor market, and the Fed wants desperately to bring it back into balance. The optimistic view is that the Fed could theoretically achieve this goal by reducing the number of job openings instead of slowing the economy to the point of triggering layoffs. Whether or not they accomplish this goal will be key to watch in the new year.

3. China’s Economic Reopening – Bumpy or Smooth?

China’s economy is finishing the year with a whimper, an extension of troubles experienced throughout 2022. In November, due to continued restrictions and lockdowns associated with “zero-Covid,” China’s economy suffered...
setbacks as retail sales plummeted by 5.9% year-over-year. Unemployment in major cities rose from 5.5% in October to 5.7% in November, and the youth unemployment rate remains above 20%. Industrial production also plateaued in the month as factories were hit with the double-whammy of Covid restrictions and falling global demand. Overall, it was a bad year for China, which also likely weighed significantly on global stocks.²

But there is good reason to believe China could experience a turnaround in 2023, particularly as protests and urging from businesses has led to an easing of Covid restrictions and a shift to broader economic reopening. China appears to be following through – beginning January 8, the country will lift rules requiring foreign visitors to quarantine upon arrival, instead requiring only a negative test within the previous 48 hours. This move and others are real steps towards reopening, but it remains to be seen whether a surge in cases and deaths this winter will cause the government to snap restrictions back into place. For now, China’s government is forecasting 5% GDP growth in the new year, and many Wall Street banks and economists see the growth even higher.

**Bottom Line for Investors**

The most optimistic case for the new year involves positive outcomes for each of the three factors listed above, in my view. That means the fed funds rate would peak sometime in the summer, the U.S. may enter a mild recession where job openings fall briskly versus layoffs rising, and China resumes a full reopening and a surge in economic activity.

On the flip side, services inflation could continue to move higher, forcing the Fed to increase the terminal fed funds projection once again and lift the fed funds rate through the summer; a deeper recession could result in layoffs and a rise in the unemployment rate; and, China could restore strict Covid lockdowns and restrictions that hamstring its economy again in 2023.

Investors should look for clues throughout the year that indicate which scenarios are most likely, and make your bull or bear cases accordingly.

---


U.S. Housing Slump May Help the Fed’s Cause in 2023

The Federal Reserve desperately wants inflation to come down. A slump in the U.S. housing market may help. Following a surge of household formation in late 2020 and throughout 2021, activity in the housing market has cooled, particularly as the Federal Reserve has risen interest rates in an effort to battle soaring inflation. The surge in home prices—which saw the S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller National Home Price Index jump 45% from January 2020 to June 2022 and apartment rents soar—has arguably now run its course. The Fed raised rates seven times in 2022, and the end of quantitative easing removed a significant source of demand on the long end of the interest rate curve. That saw mortgage rates jump from around 4% in March to 7% in the fall, with rates now having settled slightly higher than 6%. This increase results in a significant jump in median mortgage payments that homebuyers are making, to the tune of +43% from January to November 2022. The result is that buyers have left the market in droves, and sellers are holding onto properties given their locked-in low-interest rates. An easing of home prices and a plateau in new household formation has stifled home prices and also led to the supply of new apartments hitting a 40-year high, both positives in the inflation fight. Housing accounts for about 30% of the consumer price index measure of inflation, and about 1/6th of the personal-consumption expenditures index, which is the Fed’s preferred measure.¹

The End of the Negative-Yielding Bonds Era

In the aftermath of the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, central banks around the world cut interest rates to the zero bound in an effort to spur economic activity. That brought a flood of negative-yielding debt—where investors pay money to own a bond—across many developed countries in Europe. At its peak two years ago, there was $18.4 trillion of negative-yielding debt globally, a staggering figure. But the arrival of inflation has shifted the tables, with central banks around the world—even the Bank of Japan—now raising rates and bringing bond yields across the yield curve back into positive territory. The European Central Bank’s benchmark rate has climbed from -0.5% at the beginning of 2022 to 2% today. The backdrop of negative-yielding debt arguably helped fuel a years-long rally in risk assets, but now that positive yields are re-entering the market investors have more options for where to park money. The Bank of Japan remains the only developed country with negative-yielding debt, with its shorter-term notes with maturities of a year or less slightly negative.²

This New Year, Invest In...Yourself

Investors naturally think of wealth building in terms of accumulating assets and earning returns on investments in stocks, bonds, real estate, and the like. But studies show that there are also big returns to be made on a different type of investing, what economists refer to as ‘human capital.’ Beyond growth to be earned in the capital markets, there are also three categories of growth people can pursue in their own lives: professional, personal, and health. Much like we make an effort to check in on our financial lives and the performance of an investment portfolio, so too can we create stepping stones for achievement in careers, relationships, and physical and mental health. Another parallel between personal wealth and financial wealth is the need for diversification. Just as an investor
should not overcommit to a single stock or asset class, you should also not put too much time and effort into professional growth at the expense of personal and health growth. Also, just like investing, personal wealth should be framed as long-term goals with short-term checkpoints along the way.³
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